Our article selection is focused around the themes of EASA 2012: uncertainty and disquiet.

**Anthropology & Medicine**

“I am also a human being!”: antiretroviral treatment in moral local worlds.
*Dominik Mattes*

Ambivalence and anxiety in the psychiatric systems of the United States and Japan
*Charles W. Nuckolls*

The pursuit of certainty in diagnosing dementia: cognitive testing, childishness and stress in two British memory clinics
*David M. R. Orr*

**Anthropological Forum**

A psychology of ghosts: the regime of the self and the reinvention of spirits in Indonesia and beyond
*Nils Bubant*

Natural/supernatural conceptions in Western cultural contexts
*Michael Jindra*

Whither “certainty”? Coexistence, change and land rights in northern Queensland
*Benjamin Richard Smith*

**Anxiety, Stress & Coping**

The impact of uncertainty and communal coping on mental health following natural disasters
*Walid A. Affi, Erika D. Felix & Tamara D. Affi*

**Ecology of Food and Nutrition**

Difficulty in the food environment and the experience of food insecurity among refugees resettled in the United States
*Craig Hadley, Crystal L. Patil & Djona Nahayo*

Moving beyond hunger and nutrition: a systematic review of the evidence linking food insecurity and mental health in developing countries
*Lesley Jo Weaver & Craig Hadley*
| **ethnos** | **Generations of trauma: victimhood and the perpetuation of abuse in holocaust survivors**  
*Hannah Starman* |
| --- | --- |
| The cultural nature of risk: can there be an anthropology of uncertainty?  
*Åsa Boholm* | Ethnography, silence, torture and knowledge  
*Neil L. Whitehead* |
| Whose stress? Emotion work in middle-class Javanese homes  
*Carla Jones* | Medical Anthropology |
| **Folklore** | Pursuit of a ‘normal life’: mood, anxiety, and their disordering  
*Stephanie Lloyd & Nicolas Moreau* |
| The nightmare experience, sleep paralysis, and witchcraft accusations  
*Owen Davies* | “Stress knocks hard on your immune system”: asthma and the discourse on stress  
*Betsy Pohlman & Gay Becker* |
| The *vetlatori* dance: “Little Angels go to Heaven” (Research Article)  
*José María Esteve Faubel & Danutė Petrauskaite* | Mental Health, Religion & Culture |
| Legend and life: “The Boyfriend’s Death” and “The Mad Axeman”  
*Michael Wilson* | Free-lance spiritual seekers: self-growth or compensatory motives?  
*Coralie Buxant, Vassilis Saroglou & Marie Tesser* |
| **Food and Foodways** | Stress and quality of life in international and domestic university students: cultural differences in the use of religious coping  
*Penny Pei Minn Chai, Christian Ulrich Krägeloh, Daniel Shepherd & Rex Billington* |
| Feeding the family when the wolf’s at the door: the impact of over-indebtedness on contemporary foodways in low-income families in the UK  
*Jackie Goode* | Reviews in Anthropology |
| **History and Anthropology** | Trance and psychopathology  
*Seth Leacock* |
| Class, power, and patronage: landowners and politics in Punjab  
*Hassan Javid* | **History and Anthropology** |
Storytelling, self, society

Tales from broken hearts: women and recovery from romantic relationships
Judith A. Rolls

Stories of illness and bereavement: audience and subjectivity in the therapeutic narrative
Wendy Ryden

Visual Anthropology

The sight of cruelty: the case of circus animal acts
Yoram S. Carmeli

Primal anxiety, sanctified landscapes: the imagery of primitiveness in the ethnographic fictions of Laurens van der Post
Edwin N. Wilmsen

The Asia Pacific Journal of Anthropology

‘Diversification’ and ‘privatisation’: securing insecurities in the receiving country of Malaysia
Christina B. N. Chin

‘Great signs from heaven’: Christian discourses of the end of the world from New Ireland
Richard Eves

Introduction: restorative custom: ethnographic perspectives on conflict and local justice in Timor
Andrew McWilliam
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